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Founded in 1983, The Advocates for Human Rights (“The Advocates”) is a volunteer-based 

non-governmental organization committed to the impartial promotion and protection of 

international human rights standards and the rule of law. The Advocates conducts a range of 

programs to promote human rights in the United States and around the world, including 

monitoring and fact-finding, direct legal representation, education and training, and publication. 

In 1991, The Advocates adopted a formal commitment to oppose the death penalty worldwide 

and organized a Death Penalty Project to provide pro bono assistance on post-conviction appeals, 

as well as education and advocacy to end capital punishment. The Advocates currently holds a 

seat on the Steering Committee of the World Coalition against the Death Penalty. 

The World Coalition Against the Death Penalty (“WCADP”), an alliance of more than 150 

NGOs, bar associations, local authorities, and unions, was created in Rome on 13 May 2002. The 

aim of the World Coalition is to strengthen the international dimension of the fight against the 

death penalty. Its ultimate objective is to obtain the universal abolition of the death penalty. To 

achieve its goal, the World Coalition advocates for a definitive end to death sentences and 

executions in those countries where the death penalty is in force. In some countries, it is seeking 

to obtain a reduction in the use of capital punishment as a first step towards abolition. 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. This report addresses the United States’ compliance with its human rights obligations 

with regard to the death penalty. Topics include racial disparities, disregard for Puerto 

Rico’s longstanding rejection of the death penalty, application of the death penalty to 

crimes that are not the “most serious,” execution methods that amount to cruel, inhuman, 

or degrading treatment, prolonged solitary confinement, administration of justice and fair 

trial issues, wrongful convictions and the absence of remedies, and deception targeting 

businesses that do not want their products to be used in executions.  

2. Twenty-nine states, the U.S. federal government, and the U.S. military retain the death 

penalty, but four of those states have an official moratorium on the death penalty.
1
 Since 

the last UPR, three more states—Delaware (2016), Washington (2018), and New 

Hampshire (2019)—have abolished the death penalty. During that same time period, 

however, 84 people were executed nationwide.
2

 In 2019, the federal government 

announced plans to resume the death penalty and to schedule executions of five people on 

death row.
3
  

II. BACKGROUND AND FRAMEWORK 

A. 2015 Universal Periodic Review of the United States 

1. Ensure that the death penalty complies with minimum standards. 

Status of Implementation: Partially Accepted, Not Implemented 

3. The United States accepted Sweden’s recommendation to “take all necessary measures to 

ensure that the death penalty complies with minimum standards under international 

law.”
4
 The United States has not implemented this recommendation. 

2. Abolish or impose a moratorium on the death penalty.  

Status of Implementation: Not Accepted, Not Implemented 

4. The United States noted 39 recommendations to introduce a moratorium on the death 

penalty or to abolish it outright.
5
 It accepted Namibia’s recommendation to “consider” 

ratifying the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights.
6
 The United States has not implemented these recommendations and has 

lifted the de facto moratorium on federal executions. 

3. Eliminate racial and ethnic discrimination related to the death penalty 

Status of Implementation: Partially Accepted, Not Implemented 

5. The United States supported recommendations from Angola to “[i]dentify the root causes 

of ethnic disparities concerning especially those sentenced to capital punishment in order 

to find ways [to] eliminate ethnic discrimination in the criminal justice system”
7
 from 

France to “[i]dentify the factors of racial disparity in the use of the death penalty and 

develop strategies to end possible discriminatory practices.”
8
 The United States has not 

implemented these recommendations. 
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4. Reconsider methods of execution  

Status of Implementation: Partially Accepted, Not Implemented 

6. The United States supported a recommendation from the Democratic Republic of Congo 

to “reconsider the use of methods which give raise to cruel suffering when [the death 

penalty] is applied,”
9
 with the caveat that support is “to the extent provided for under our 

Eighth Amendment, which prohibits imposition of cruel and unusual punishment.”
10

 The 

United States has not implemented this recommendation. 

5. Commit to full transparency on lethal-injection drugs. 

Status of Implementation: Not Accepted, Not Implemented 

7. The United States noted recommendations from France and Sweden to ensure full 

transparency regarding execution drugs.
11

 The United States has not implemented these 

recommendations. 

6. Ensure that people with intellectual or psycho-social disabilities are not executed.  

Status of Implementation: Partially Accepted, Partially Implemented 

8. Responding to Sweden’s recommendation to “[e]xempt persons with mental illness from 

execution,”
12

 the United States accepted it “with respect to persons with certain 

intellectual disabilities, but not all persons with any mental illness.”
13

 The United States 

noted similar recommendations from France and Spain with respect to persons with 

intellectual and psycho-social disabilities.
14

 The United States prohibits execution of 

some persons with intellectual disabilities, but enforcement of this prohibition is 

inconsistent at the state level. Sweden’s recommendation is therefore partially 

implemented. 

7. Strengthen safeguards against wrongful convictions 

Status of Implementation: Accepted, Not Implemented  

9. The United States accepted Poland’s recommendation to “[s]trengthen safeguards against 

wrongful sentencing to death and subsequent wrongful execution by ensuring, inter alia, 

effective representation for defendants in death penalty cases, including at the post-

conviction stage,”
15

 and the DRC’s recommendation to “[s]trengthen the justice sector in 

order to avoid imposing the death penalty on those persons wrongly convicted.”
16

 The 

United States has not implemented these recommendations. 

8. Ensure consistent enforcement of consular notification.  

Status of Implementation: Accepted, Not Implemented 

10. The United States supported recommendations from the United Kingdom and Greece to 

“[e]nsure consistent enforcement of consular notification at all levels of Government and 

support the passage of related legislation through Congress,” and to “[t]ake further 

legislative steps towards meeting consular notification and access obligations under the 
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Vienna Convention on Consular Relations.”
17

 The United States has not implemented 

these recommendations. 

B. Domestic Legal Framework 

11. The Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits “cruel and unusual 

punishments.” The Fifth Amendment states that no person shall “be deprived of life . . . 

without due process of law.” 

12. At the federal level, the death penalty is available for a wide variety of crimes, including 

crimes that do not necessarily entail an intentional killing. For example, several crimes 

“resulting in death” are eligible for the death penalty, including harboring certain aliens,
18

 

destruction of aircraft or motor vehicles,
19

 or civil rights offenses.
20

 Treason and 

espionage are also capital crimes, regardless of whether they result in death.
21

 Trafficking 

in large quantities of drugs is a capital crime.
22

 

13. In 2008, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that, “[a]s it relates to crimes against individuals, . 

. . the death penalty should not be expanded to instances where the victim’s life was not 

taken.”
23

 

14. Nonetheless, states may impose the death penalty in cases in which the defendant did not 

kill “but their involvement in the events leading up to the murders was active, recklessly 

indifferent, and substantial.”
24

 Under the “felony murder” rule or “law of parties,” a 

person may be convicted of murder (and in some states sentenced to death) if the person 

participated in a felony during which a victim died at the hands of another participant.
25

 

15. The federal wrongful conviction compensation statute offers compensation for people 

who have spent time on death row and subsequently been exonerated. It awards up to 

$100,000 per year of wrongful imprisonment on death row.
26

 States have a patchwork of 

wrongful conviction compensation statutes.
27

 In May 2018, Kansas adopted a wrongful 

conviction compensation statute that the Innocence Project referred to as the “gold 

standard,” providing $65,000 per year of wrongful imprisonment, but also providing 

social services to assist exonerees with short-term and long-term needs, such as housing, 

tuition assistance, counseling, health care, and financial literacy training.
28

 The law also 

provides exonerees with a certificate of innocence and expungement of the wrongful 

conviction from state and federal records.
29

 

16. Implementing the United States’ obligations under Article 36 of the Vienna Convention 

on Consular Relations, federal regulations “establish a uniform procedure for consular 

notification where nationals of foreign countries are arrested by officers in [the Justice 

Department] on charges of criminal violations.”
30

 Six states have statutes providing 

procedures for consular notification.
31

  

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS 

Right or area 9. Racial discrimination 

17. In nearly every state that retains the death penalty, there is a documented pattern of 

discrimination based on the race of the victim, the race of the defendant, or both.
32

 

Approximately 34% of all persons executed since 1976 have been Black, while Black 

persons make up approximately 13% of the population. In capital cases, approximately 
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76% of the victims were White, even though approximately 50% of murder victims are 

White.
33

 Racial and ethnic minorities account for 77% of individuals on death row at the 

federal level.
34

 According to the Equal Justice Initiative, 41% of people currently under a 

sentence of death in the United States are Black.
35

 In October 2018, the Supreme Court of 

the State of Washington struck down that state’s death penalty law, finding that it had 

been imposed arbitrarily and with racial bias.
36

 

18. Federal authorities often disregard local objections to the death penalty, a practice that 

has particular salience in jurisdictions with large populations of racial and ethnic 

minorities. One of the individuals to be executed by federal authorities is a member of the 

Navajo Nation, Lexmond Mitchell.
37

 Mitchell is the only indigenous person on federal 

death row. Navajo Nation officials had urged the federal government not to pursue the 

death penalty. The U.S. Attorney General insisted on seeking the death penalty, despite 

recommendations from the federal prosecutor and the Navajo Nation not to seek it. 

19. Puerto Rico abolished the death penalty by statute on April 26, 1929.
38

 In 1952, when 

Puerto Rico drafted and ratified its Constitution, it explicitly prohibited capital 

punishment.
39

 The U.S. Congress amended the draft constitution, but did not amend the 

provision prohibiting the death penalty. Puerto Rico thus became one of the first 

jurisdictions in the world to ban the death penalty in its constitution.
40

 

20. Despite Puerto Rico’s longstanding opposition to the death penalty, people in Puerto Rico 

can be sentenced to death for federal crimes. The Federal Death Penalty Act of 1994,
41

 as 

applied to Puerto Rico, violates the Puerto Rican people’s right of self-determination. The 

people of Puerto Rico exist in a “democratic void,” unable to seek adequate political or 

legal recourse due to their lack of representation in the federal government. In April 

2019, a federal judge acknowledged that the “total disenfranchisement of United States 

Citizens in Puerto Rico within our National government is a historical fact that is not in 

dispute.”
42

 The court held that electoral disenfranchisement of Puerto Ricans was 

“without question undemocratic and unacceptable,” but not an unconstitutional violation 

of due process.
43

 

21. Federal prosecutors seek the death penalty in Puerto Rico at higher rates than other states. 

Between 1998 and July 2018, the Department of Justice authorized the certification of 

516 death penalty cases throughout the U.S.
44

 Of these cases, roughly 5% were in Puerto 

Rico,
45

 although Puerto Rico accounts for only one percent of the U.S. population.
46

 The 

likelihood the death penalty is sought in Puerto Rico is 3.5 times greater than in the rest 

of the United States.
47

 

22. Moreover, a defendant being prosecuted for capital offense in Puerto Rico is not 

guaranteed a jury of the defendant’s peers. Only individuals who can speak, “read, write, 

and understand the English language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to fill out 

satisfactorily the juror qualification form” can serve as jurors in federal court.
48

 This 

requirement excludes 80% to 90% of the population of Puerto Rico.
49

 

23. Ethnic minorities constitute a disproportionate percentage of defendants being prosecuted 

with the death penalty in Puerto Rico. Of the 26 death penalty prosecutions in Puerto 

Rico between 1998 and 2018, all defendants belonged to ethnic or racial minority 

groups.
50
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Right or area 12.4. Death penalty 

24. As discussed in paragraphs 12–14 above, federal law and some state laws allow the death 

penalty for crimes in which the defendant has not committed an intentional killing.  

25. The federal government has not executed anyone since 2003,
51

 although the Justice 

Department has sought the death penalty.
52

 Between 1988 and July 30, 2018, the federal 

government had taken to trial a total of 206 federal death penalty cases involving 301 

defendants in 236 trials.
53

 

26. In August 2019, the federal government announced it would resume executions after a de 

facto moratorium of nearly two decades. Attorney General William Barr directed the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons to adopt an addendum to the Federal Execution Protocol and 

schedule executions of five people in December 2019 and January 2020.
54

  

Right or area 12.5. Prohibition of torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment 

27. All 29 states that retain the death penalty have adopted lethal injection as the exclusive or 

primary means of execution.
55

 As of 2017, “[e]very [Food and Drug Administration]-

approved supplier of drugs historically used by prisons for executions has now imposed 

distribution controls on its medicines, blocking their use in lethal injections.”
56

 

28. The Federal Execution Protocol Addendum outlines an execution protocol that mirrors 

protocols in Georgia, Missouri, and Texas.
57

 It replaces the traditional three-drug protocol 

with a single drug—pentobarbital.
58

 

29. Reports document the dangers of pentobarbital and state efforts to conceal the drug’s 

origins. Between 2015 and 2018, Texas purchased the drug from Houston-based 

Greenpark Compounding Pharmacy, which the State Board of Pharmacy has cited for 48 

violations over the past eight years, including “keeping out of date drugs in stock, using 

improper procedures to prepare IV solutions, and inadequate cleaning.”
59

 An expert 

anesthesiologist wrote in a 2016 affidavit: “Improper compounding and testing 

procedures may leave fine particles undetectable by the naked eye in the solution, or 

larger particles that would not be detected by an untrained eye. These particles can cause 

great irritation to the vein, resulting in extraordinary pain.”
60

  

30. The House Committee on Oversight and Reform in August 2019 announced an 

investigation into the Justice Department’s plan to resume federal executions.
61

 The 

Committee requested information about the manufacturer of the pentobarbital and the 

government’s plans to procure the drug.
62

 The Committee noted with concern that states 

have obtained the drug from compounding pharmacies with dubious safety records, and 

that five people executed in Texas with pentobarbital complained during their executions 

that they felt as if they were burning.
63

 

31. States have turned to unregulated and non-transparent sourcing for drugs. Some states 

obtain drugs from compounding pharmacies, which produce drugs that the federal Food 

and Drug Administration does not regulate or verify for “safety, effectiveness, or 

quality.”
64

 Between 2014 and 2017, 17 Missouri executions used drugs provided by a 

compounding pharmacy called Foundation Care after the FDA had warned the state’s 

Board of Pharmacy that Foundation Care’s health and safety practices could lead to 
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contamination of drugs.
65

 Missouri’s secrecy laws barred people scheduled for executions 

from accessing information about the identity of the pharmacy, rendering them unable to 

challenge the execution protocol.
66

 Similarly, Texas sought to conceal the identity of 

Greenpark Compounding Pharmacy.
67

 

32. Federal authorities now facilitate state efforts to obtain drugs from dubious sources. In 

2013, a federal appellate court permanently enjoined the FDA from allowing the 

importation of apparently misbranded or unapproved drugs used in lethal injections.
68

 But 

in May 2019, the Justice Department issued a directive stating that the FDA does not 

have authority over drugs used in lethal injections.
69

 One death penalty expert said the 

move had “the potential to open the floodgates” for states seeking “access [to] drugs 

outside the country because they’re having so much difficulty doing so.”
70

 

33. Most states have adopted secrecy laws to conceal the identity of drug suppliers.
71

 All but 

one of the 17 states that have carried out lethal-injection executions since 2011 withheld 

information about the source of execution drugs.
72

 “State officials have expanded their 

secrecy laws to undermine pharmaceutical companies’ efforts to protect the integrity of 

their products.
73

In April 2019, Arkansas made disclosure of execution-related 

information a felony.
74

 

34. In 2015, the Supreme Court rejected a challenge to the use of Midazolam in lethal 

injections, concluding that a person must identify a “known and available alternative 

method of execution that entails a lesser risk of pain” in order to mount a successful 

challenge to an execution procedure.
75

 The Court also required a person challenging an 

execution method to prove that the method “entails a substantial risk of severe pain.”
76

 

35. Evidence suggests that lethal injection protocols initiated with Midazolam cause people 

to “suffer[] horrifying deaths beneath a ‘medically sterile aura of peace.’”
77

 In 2017, 

“more than 60% of the executions carried out with midazolam produced eyewitness 

reports of an execution gone amiss.”
78

 In 2017, Justice Sonia Sotomayor pointed to “the 

mounting firsthand evidence that midazolam is simply unable to render prisoners 

insensate to the pain of execution.”
79

 She continued: “[O]ur lived experience belies any 

suggestion that midazolam reliably renders prisoners entirely unconscious to the searing 

pain of the latter two drugs.”
80

 After describing four executions involving midazolam, she 

observed: “[t]hese accounts are especially terrifying considering that each of these men 

received doses of powerful paralytic agents, which likely masked the full extent of their 

pain.”
81

  

36. Many people sentenced to death are subject to torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading 

treatment as unqualified members of the execution team fail to properly insert an 

intravenous (IV) catheter for administering drugs.
82

 

37. The Annex sets forth 14 documented cases of “botched” executions since the last UPR of 

the United States.  

38. States are now pursuing alternate execution methods that can amount to cruel, inhuman, 

or degrading treatment. Since 2018, Tennessee has executed three individuals by 

electrocution. David Earl Miller challenged the state’s three-drug lethal injection process, 

seeking to replace it with pentobarbital. Miller presented evidence that the three-drug 

protocol would result in unnecessary pain and suffering. The reviewing court denied his 
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request because he could not show that the single drug was readily available to the state. 

In turn, Miller elected to be executed by electrocution, but argued that his choice of 

electrocution instead of lethal injection was coerced and that both alternatives were 

unconstitutionally cruel and unusual. The Supreme Court refused to intervene, but Justice 

Sonya Sotomayor remarked, “Electrocution can be a dreadful way to die, [but there was] 

credible scientific evidence that lethal injection as currently practiced in Tennessee may 

well be even worse. [It was] perverse to require prisoners to prove that an alternative 

method was available to kill them.” She concluded: “such madness should not 

continue.”
83

 Eight other states also allow execution by electrocution.
84

 

39. A new Utah law elects the firing squad in the event lethal injection is not available.
85

 

Mississippi and Oklahoma also allow execution by firing squad.
86

 

40. Oklahoma is taking steps to begin carrying out executions via nitrogen hypoxia—a 

method that is not even accepted for euthanizing cats and dogs.
87

 This method of 

execution “has never been tried by any state or nation in the history of the world.”
88

 The 

state legislature approved the procedure based on a report authored by three non-

scientists based on three hours of work.
89

 An anesthesiologist referred to the science 

behind the proposed procedure as “nonsense, empirically.”
90

 Alabama and Missouri have 

also approved execution by nitrogen hypoxia.
91

 

Right or area 12.6. Conditions of detention 

41. People under sentence of death are typically held in solitary confinement, contrary to 

Nelson Mandela Rules 43-45 governing the treatment of prisoners. Cells range in size 

from 9.2 square meters to less than 3.7 square meters. People on death row are alone in 

their cells for the vast majority of the time, including for all meals.
92

 Approximately 60% 

of people who are on death row in the United States are isolated for 20 or more hours per 

day.
93

  

42. In 2019, one appellate court recognized “expert evidence establishing the risks and 

serious adverse psychological and emotional effects of prolonged solitary confinement” 

on Virginia’s death row.
94

 On Texas’ death row, people spend up to 23 hours a day alone 

in a small cell and have little or no human contact or even exposure to natural light.
95

 On 

Oklahoma’s death row, people live in conditions “that effectively constitute a dim 

underground bunker; there are no windows to the outside world from the cells and thus 

no natural light or air. [Death row] is an electronically controlled facility designed to 

minimize contact between the men incarcerated in the unit and prison staff.”
96

 In 

September 2019, the interim director of the Oklahoma Department of Corrections agreed 

to move “qualifying” prisoners out of the unit, after civil society organizations threatened 

a lawsuit.
97

 

43. In 2009, Oklahoma prison authorities terminated a program allowing people on death row 

to attend congregate religious services, in violation of the federal Religious Land Use and 

Institutionalized Persons Act.
98

 In many jurisdictions, people under sentence of death do 

not have access to educational, vocational, or rehabilitation programs.
99

 

44. States that have moved away from mandatory solitary confinement for people on death 

row have reported improved security, reduced violence, and cost savings.
100
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Right or area 15.1. Administration of justice & fair trial 

45. Inadequate representation for indigent persons charged with capital offenses remains 

widespread. According to a 2018 report by a committee appointed by Chief Justice John 

Roberts, these defendants often do not receive experienced and qualified counsel or the 

extensive resources needed to properly prepare a capital murder defense. The report 

recognizes that “disastrous” consequences result.
101

 

46. The United States is a party to the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (VCCR), 

which requires authorities arresting or detaining foreign nationals to inform such persons 

without delay of their right to have their consulate notified and, upon the foreign 

national’s request, to so notify the consulate of the arrest or detention without delay.
102

  

47. Foreign nationals often face significant disadvantages when interacting with the U.S. 

criminal justice system. Consular officials help these individuals,
103

 and their assistance 

is invaluable when a foreign national faces the death penalty. 

48. The United States has failed to comply with its consular notification obligations in capital 

cases.
104

 The Supreme Court held that the International Court of Justice’s Avena decision 

is not binding on states without federal legislation.
105

 California, Florida, Illinois, North 

Carolina, and Oregon have adopted statutes addressing consular notification, but these 

state measures do not always guarantee foreign nationals effective access to their 

consulate.
106

  

49. Compliance statistics demonstrate that the current patchwork of laws is ineffective. As of 

July 2019, 127 foreign nationals from 32 countries sit on the death rows of 14 states and 

the federal government,
107

 with California, Florida, and Texas collectively holding 76% 

of the reported total.
108

 The Death Penalty Information Center reports only two cases of 

complete compliance with Article 36, out of more than 130 reported death sentences.
109

 

Since Avena, state authorities have executed thirteen foreign nationals, only three of 

whom did not raise consular notification violations on appeal or in clemency 

proceedings.
110

 A number of high-population states with significant death row 

populations, such as Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Pennsylvania, and 

Tennessee, have yet to produce complete reports on foreigners incarcerated in their 

respective prison systems.
111

  

50. The State Department released the 5th edition of its Consular Notification and Access 

Manual in September 2018.
112

 The State Department asserts that its “experts travel 

extensively throughout the United States to provide training on consular notification and 

access to federal, state, and local law enforcement, corrections and criminal justice 

officials free of charge.”
113

 Over the past 5 years, the State Department has conducted an 

average of 18.2 training sessions per year.
114

 

Right or area 16. Right to an effective remedy, impunity 

51. Since 1973, 166 individuals have been exonerated of all charges and released from death 

row.
115

 Of the 166, 52% are Black.
116

 Since 2015, 15 people sentenced to death have 

been exonerated, four of whom are White. The others are Black (8) and Latino (3).
117

 For 

those 15 people, the average time between sentencing and exoneration was 18.9 years; 

two men exonerated in 2019 were both convicted in 1976.
118

 There have been at least 
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sixteen individuals who were likely innocent but executed, and additional innocent 

individuals are at risk of being executed.
119

 

52. Official misconduct and perjury or false accusations are the two most prevalent causes of 

wrongful convictions in capital cases.
120

 Of the 230 people who have been exonerated 

through DNA testing, 75% were convicted based on eyewitness misidentification.
121

 A 

record number of exonerations in 2018 involved official misconduct.
122

 

53. The appeals process is focused on legal or procedural errors at the trial level, not the facts 

adduced at trial,
123

 and therefore appellate courts do not usually afford people the chance 

to dispute the facts of their conviction.  

54. Exonerees face numerous challenges in rebuilding their lives. Almost all exonerees 

possess no assets when released.
124

 A study by the Life After Exoneration Program found 

that one-half of exonerees reside with their family, two-thirds are not economically 

independent, and one-third lost child custody due to their wrongful imprisonment.
125

 

Exonerees have difficulty securing employment and appropriate housing because 

expungement of the conviction is not automatic.
126

  

55. Most compensation statutes fail to provide services critical to a successful return to 

society, including housing, food, psychological counseling, medical and dental care, job 

skills training, education, and other relevant assistance.
127

  

56. Only ten state compensation schemes provide for social services.
128

 Ironically, exonerees 

may be deemed ineligible for services from agencies that assist ex-offenders, because 

such services may be provided only to individuals who actually committed a crime.
129

 

57. Wrongful imprisonment results in additional health care needs resulting from prolonged 

incarceration, including post-traumatic stress disorder.
130

 Many lack adequate access to 

health care, and exonerees are not automatically eligible for Medicaid.
131

 Because 

exonerees often work in short-term or low-paying jobs, they rarely receive employer-

based health benefits.
132

 

58. Compensation is not guaranteed. The federal compensation law does not apply to 

exonerees wrongfully imprisoned by states, and the majority of state compensation laws 

do not meet the U.S. federal standard.
133

 Some states compensate individuals only if 

“private legislation” is enacted, requiring the state legislature to introduce and pass a bill 

to compensate a specific person. For example, Anthony Ray Hinton spent 30 years on 

Alabama’s death row before his conviction was vacated and the charge dismissed in 2015 

because the only evidence connecting him to the crime was false. The Alabama 

legislature refused to pass a bill to compensate Hinton.
134

 Other states may require that 

exonerees affirmatively prove their innocence to be eligible for compensation.
135

 Several 

states render any exoneree who entered a guilty plea or confessed ineligible.
136

 In some 

states, the exoneree must not have “contributed” to his or her arrest or conviction to be 

eligible for an award.
137

 These restrictions do not reflect the factors contributing to 

wrongful convictions in the first place, such as coerced false confessions.
138

 

59. Even when an exoneree successfully obtains compensation, the money may be redirected 

toward basic needs and legal fees.
139

 Moreover, exonerees may have to wait years to 

receive the money.
140

 The average amount of time to obtain state compensation is three 

years.
141
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60. Fifteen states that retain the death penalty have no compensation laws for wrongful 

convictions.
142

 Due to immunity provisions, civil lawsuits are usually unavailable when 

police, prosecutors, or judges are at fault.
143

 Even if an exoneree prevails, the process can 

take years and involve costly litigation.
144

 

Right or area 28.1. Business & human rights 

61. As discussed in paragraph 33, states are adopting secrecy laws regarding the sources of 

drugs used for lethal injections, in part “to undermine pharmaceutical companies’ efforts 

to protect the integrity of their products.”
145

 Arkansas deliberately circumvented contracts 

prohibiting the sale of drugs for use in executions, causing one distributor to sue the state 

for obtaining drugs through “false pretense, trickery and bad faith.”
146

 Manufacturers of 

two other drugs joined the suit, arguing that Arkansas had violated contractual supply-

chain controls.
147

 The Death Penalty Information Center has documented efforts by six 

states to obtain lethal injection drugs through deceit or subterfuge.
148

 

62. In September 2017, 58 countries joined together to create a global Alliance for Torture-

Free Trade to halt the trade in goods used for capital punishment and torture.
149

 Secrecy 

laws impede the ability of drug manufacturers to assess whether they will face liability 

under the regime.
150

 In 2018, Fresenius Kabi filed suit alleging that Nebraska had 

obtained the company’s drugs through improper or illegal means for use in executions.
151

 

Nebraska’s secrecy laws preclude the company from learning how the state acquired the 

drugs and whether a distributor is in violation of its distribution contracts.
152

 

Right or area 31. Persons with disabilities 

63. Persons with documented psycho-social disabilities and intellectual disabilities have been 

executed in recent years. In 2017, Arkansas executed Lendell Lee, who was born with 

fetal alcohol syndrome disorder, a medical condition that left him with brain dysfunction 

and intellectual disability.
153

 In 2016, Texas executed a person with an intellectually 

disability who had an IQ score of 67, and another person with psycho-social disabilities 

including delusions, paranoia, and bipolar disorder.
154

 In 2015, Texas executed a person 

with an IQ score of 67.
155

 

64. Approximately 20% of people sentenced to death have serious psycho-social disabilities 

or intellectual disabilities, and such individuals are threatened and coerced into false 

confessions, have difficulty understanding their rights, and due to their disabilities, have 

less access to safeguards designed to protect fundamental rights, including the right to 

effective assistance of counsel.
156

 

65. Although the Supreme Court in 2002 held that people with “mental retardation” are 

exempt from the death penalty,
157

 states have had wide latitude in determining what 

qualifies as intellectual disability. This latitude results in inconsistency, and as a result 

many people with intellectual disabilities are being sentenced to death. In 2014, the Court 

held that a strict IQ score cutoff was an insufficient method for determining intellectual 

disability but gave states discretion to fashion other criteria.
158

 

66. States also have broad discretion in determining whether persons with psycho-social 

disabilities are eligible to be sentenced to death or executed. 
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Right or area 34. Migrants 

67. As discussed in paragraphs 46–50, authorities do not abide by their obligations under the 

Vienna Convention on Consular Relations when they arrest and detain foreign nationals 

on suspicion of death-eligible crimes. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

68. This stakeholder report suggests the following recommendations for the Government of 

the United States: 

 Impose a formal moratorium on the death penalty and executions with a view to its 

eventual abolition.  

 Conduct a comprehensive review of federal law to eliminate the death penalty for any 

crime that does not entail an intentional killing by the defendant. 

 Prohibit states from using the felony murder rule or the law of parties to sentence 

people to death who neither killed nor intended to kill. 

 Appoint an independent commission of experts to study and identify the root causes 

of racial and ethnic disparities pertaining tot eh death penalty and to make 

recommendations for eliminating bias and discrimination in the federal and state 

criminal justice systems. 

 Promulgate and endorse science-based model jury instructions regarding the 

reliability of eyewitness identifications, including cross-racial eyewitness 

identifications. 

 Adopt legislation and financial incentives for states to implement recommendations 

promulgated by the Innocence Project regarding compensation and assistance for 

individuals wrongly sentenced to death, including: untaxed financial compensation of 

at least $100,000 per year on death row; legal assistance for seeking compensation; 

and adequate and appropriate services, including housing, transportation, education, 

physical and mental health care, employment assistance, and other reintegration 

assistance. 

 Make all persons exonerated from death row automatically eligible for Medicaid. 

 Ensure that there are adequate mechanisms to hold prosecutors, law enforcement, and 

judges accountable when their conduct leads to wrongful convictions and wrongful 

death sentences. 

 Bar admission of evidence obtained from foreign nationals who had not been 

informed of their consular notification rights at the time the evidence was obtained.  

 Mandate that all states that retain the death penalty adopt statutory schemes to require 

law enforcement to inform all suspects of their consular notification rights at the time 

the Miranda notification is given and to impose penalties for failure to notify foreign 

nationals of their rights. 

 Expand State Department efforts to train local law enforcement about consular 

notification requirements, prioritizing jurisdictions where prosecutors have actively 

sought the death penalty in the last ten years.  

 Ensure that all foreign nationals on federal death row receive the review and 

reconsideration mandated under Avena.
159

 

 Prohibit federal prosecutors from seeking the death penalty in Puerto Rico. 
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 Adopt all necessary measures, including interpretation services or a waiver of the 

English language requirement, to allow Spanish-speaking people to serve on juries in 

Puerto Rico and other territories with majority Spanish-speaking populations, to 

ensure defendants are judged by a jury of their peers. 

 Fully implement the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee to Review the 

Criminal Justice Act as they pertain to providing adequate and adequately funded 

legal counsel in all capital cases, appeals, and habeas corpus proceedings, including 

the creation of an independent Defender Commission within the judicial branch that 

would have the sole authority to set policy and practices related to the provisions of 

federal defense in capital cases. 

 Expand federal funding and significantly increase caps for capital counsel 

compensation and fees and expenses in capital cases, ensuring that caps are 

automatically adjusted for inflation. 

 Provide state and federal trial court judges with guidance about the level of 

experience required for adequate counsel in capital cases, the amount of time required 

to provide an adequate defense in such cases, the funds counsel needs to provide 

experts and present a mitigation defense, and the importance of timely appointment of 

qualified post-conviction counsel. 

 Reduce funding disparities across districts and circuits for capital cases in federal 

courts. 

 Develop and offer ongoing, comprehensive training for counsel in capital cases, 

including post-conviction litigation. 

 Require all states that retain the death penalty to fully fund a program to provide 

competent public defenders in all capital cases and to provide qualified legal 

assistance to people on death row. 

 Restore the Food and Drug Administration’s authority to prohibit importation of any 

drug found to violate 21 U.S.C. § 381(a).
160

  

 Prohibit the use of drugs produced by compounding pharmacies in executions. 

 Ensure that federal and state authorities provide persons scheduled for execution with 

complete information about the execution protocol, the drugs to be used, and the 

source of those drugs.  

 Prohibit states from using secrecy laws to circumvent contractual obligations 

established between drug manufacturers and distributors.  

 Prohibit mandatory solitary confinement for persons sentenced to death and ensure 

that prison conditions for people sentenced to death comply with Nelson Mandela 

Rules 43-45.  

 Ensure that all persons on death row may participate in congregate religious services, 

consistent with the federal Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act. 

 Ensure that all persons on death row have access to educational, vocational, and 

rehabilitative programming available to people in the general prison population. 

 Ensure that no person with an intellectual disability or a severe psycho-social 

disability is sentenced to death or executed.
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